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Thanks to COT Deputy Director Mike Letcher for suggesting to speak. I’m
flattered that this group would consider our program as a topic for discussion,
but agree that the subject is important for many cities that are wrestling with
similar issues in the field of emergency response and pre-hospital care.
On behalf of Tucson Fire I’m honored to represent the Department in speaking
to this subject.
I think that the topic of alternative response is extremely pertinent to today’s
fire service and the challenges we face as we try to peer into the future.
I want to make this session as interactive as possible, please ask questions, it
will help me expand on the presentation.
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What is it? It’s change.
What we have initiated is not necessarily a revolutionary topic, nor does it
involve revolutionary changes in methodology.
Different enough however, to create some controversy within our field of
service.
It requires an open and honest review of what we think we are and what
really happens every day on the street.
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FILM CLIP Channel 13
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Alternative service by definition is taking a realistic look at our service
delivery and meet a demand that exists and is growing.
Not glamorous by any means, but a nuts and bolts approach.
From talking with other agencies about the topic, it seems the light bulb has
gone on simultaneously across the country.
Curious as to how many in group are currently considering this type service
for their departments, or at least aware of the scope of the issue?
This is a pretty clear indication the situation is very pervasive and growing in
magnitude. The 800 pound gorilla that won’t go away.
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Why change our service? It’s worked well so far. But has it?
In many eyes, especially to the firefighters on the street, our response has
been overkill to this point. Solving all problems with 4 to 6 people arriving on
two or more large fire trucks has long been viewed unnecessary and wasteful.
But why risk change when no one from the outside is questioning our
response model or the way we conduct our business? A lack of incentive?
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First, we considered who is affected by the way we conduct business, and
Second, our relationship with the community at large.
This requires acknowledgement that we play a crucial role in the success of
the health care system, but that we are only one partner in the relationship,
and we must all play nice together for the system to work.
Stakeholders in this program include:
1) The City’s Communications Dispatch Center, part of the Department of
Operations - As the center for 911 system operations.
2) University Hospital, specifically University Physician’s Medical Group - As
the Medical Direction provider for TFD.

3) Tucson Fire Department as the primary responder to all 911 calls.
4) Community Hospitals - As the receiving facilities for up to 15-18% of
their patient volume via ambulance.
5) Social Service Agencies and Facilities - As an alternative to traditional
patient to hospital transport and subsequent distribution.
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Examples of hoped-for Stakeholder benefits.
The approach is holistic - in that we are committed to providing a Tucson Fire
contribution to solving some of the problems faced by each of the other
stakeholders.
We view this as an obligation to do our part to improve the health care
system for the community.
In a way, we created the monster (through 911) , and now it’s up to us to
provide solutions to the runaway situation.
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Here’s what we all face in the health industry today, especially with regard to
the pre-hospital situation.
Rising Costs - Drives out low wage earners altogether. Must rely upon
emergency services.
Reduced Coverage - People wait until they are sicker to make the calls.
Aging Population - Growing exponentially. Not just sick but having ancillary
issues include walkers, wheelchairs, prescriptions, appointments, etc.
Overcrowding - Due to those without coverage, and those that are sicker.
911 System - Without alternatives, people fall back on 911 as the only number
they know will elicit an immediate response. Waiting on the phone for an hour
to talk with an insurance provider, or sitting in urgent care triage doesn’t cut it.
Immediate gratification.

Home-Base Care - Also growing exponentially due to low-cost option. Many
caregivers have little or no knowledge of emergency medical services or how
the system is supposed to work.
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What we are looking at in Tucson and across the country:
All the issues from the previous slide and more:
Demographics - 1) Low wage city. 2) Large proportion of population is socioeconomically deprived, meaning poor and undereducated. 3) Growing
population 4) Somewhat transient population.
Trends - Last 5 years
1) Drop from 9 to 7 community hospitals
2) Drop from 2 to 1 regional trauma centers.
3) Hospitals understaffed. Lack of physician specialists.
System Stress - Results are seen in 1) ED Boarding, 2) drops in response times,
3) increased pressure for additional resources (ambulances) with 4) limited
funding ability, etc.
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Call Stats for FY2007
• 75,600 - Total Calls
• 67,400 EMS calls - 88% of total
• 9100 Fire Calls - 12% of total
•Less than 400 working fires, or .01% of total call volume
(Low Frequency - High Risk)
•19,000 ALS Calls - 25% of total
• 43,000 BLS Calls - 63% of total

• 12,000 of the BLS - 17% or 1 out of every 6 calls is ALPHA
(High Frequency - Low Risk)
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Typical model of a modern fire department is generally an integrated force of
EMT/Paramedic Firefighters serving double duty for EMS and fire calls.
•Most have a roughly 80% - 20% call ratio of EMS to Fire Calls.
•The resources devoted to each, however, is generally reversed, meaning 80%
committed to Fire and 20% committed to EMS.
Tucson Fire is no different in the resource split, however there are a few
logistical differences based upon our longstanding history of EMS support.
1) In the EMS business since 1974.
2) Started with medics and expanded to EMTs, not the reverse.
3) Backed by Fire Administration from the outset.
4) Conduct ALS transports and contract for BLS transports.
5) Dedicated EMS supervision at the Captain level in each battalion and on
each shift that is tasked with various EMS duties. 12 total.
6) EMS has had division status since 1995.
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•A question fire service leaders must ask themselves whether we want to or
not, given the current landscape.
•Obviously, the firefighting aspect of the business is never going away, but
departments need to consider the value of devoting the proper resources to
EMS in order to satisfy the demands on our service and the pre-hospital system
in general.
• It is a given that since the nature of firefighting requires more manpower and
more expensive equipment than EMS services, the disparity may never
substantially change.
•Firefighting costs are an insurance premium that is required to protect the
public and that is expected by the public from their government.
• Acknowledging the discrepancy may be enough to cause a shift.
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Given that we all have only so much pie to divide, what’s the best way to
accomplish as much as we can with our scarce resources?
This was the crux of the challenge from my viewpoint in developing this
program.
9 years as a Supply Chief and Fleet Manager gets you thinking this way.
Our initial attempt was to:
1) Utilize existing resources to build the program
2) Measure success and cost effectiveness
3) Expand from there.
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Here’s a look at Tucson Fire’s structure and coverage area.
1) 28th largest municipal fire department - 2001.
2) 230 square miles
3) 513,000 residents
3) Southeast side - vacant land and growth
4) 1 new station August 2007. Plans for 3 growth corridor stations.
5) Stable funding. 10-year sustainability program funded at City level for 1 new
station every year for next 10 years. Opportunity is there for us to do this right.
6) Ambulance replacement schedule on track - 4 units per year. 1 with every
new station.
7) 628 commissioned firefighters - headed to 900 within the next 4 years.
8) 260 paramedics.
9) Retirements have resulted in a transition of workforce to younger, less
experienced age group.
10) 145 out of the 628 have 6 years or less on the job. 23% of workforce.
This makes us a relatively inexperienced, impressionable, yet progressivelyminded workforce. Which makes it the best time to initiate change!
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Fire Chief’s request for a new tier of service to address the growing need.
1) Easy for me, since we tried one in the early 1980’s with Rescue Trucks.
2) Died due to lack of commitment and no funding. Operated only when
staffing was up. No clearly defined role.
3) Once the FC committed to moving the program forward, it was ready in a
couple of weeks.
4) The program has been continuous since April 2006.
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Name of Alpha easily derived from:
1) type of dispatch it runs on
2) because it was the first of it’s kind for our department.
1) Tried initially to have Sr. and Jr. FF requirement. No volunteers, so seniority
(or lack thereof) ruled at outset. Go figure!
2) Bumpdown BC or EC 1/2-ton pickup truck is sufficient for the activity
3) Equipment includes BLS jump bag, glucometer, tympanic thermometer,
AED, standard tool kit, turnouts, air packs. (Avoids FLSA issues).
4) Anticipate expanding training to all recruits as part of recruit training
within the next year.
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• FUNNY FILM CLIP - One of our first pilot project runs.
• If transports exceed 20%, no ALPHA dispatch. No expansion into BRAVO
or Fire dispatches yet.
• Impacts and displaces the calls within District 1:
6 Pumpers, 2 ladder/LT companies, 5 paramedic trucks. - or 1-2 calls per truck
per day.
• Ideally try to artificially engineer 10-12 calls per 24 hour shift.
• Stacking parameters are 3 calls and 45 minutes.
•Slowing units down to complete referral tasks. A paradigm shift from
traditional fire response mode.
•Crew, individual rotations left up to District Battalion Chiefs.
•Increases overall staffing - creates 6 person crew in limited circumstances.
•Operates under standing medical orders for scope of practice and standard of
care.
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Senior assistance program started by a Fire Inspector. Maintains current
referral database. Liaison position with Social and Community Service
agencies.
“Breaking the 911 cycle” is one of the primary goals of the program.
Referrals from the field eliminate the need for hospital triage units to do this
activity. Goal is to reduce waiting time in triage units for true emergencies and
free-up hospital personnel.
Costs refer to Trucks, Equipment, and Personnel. Measured in cost-per-mile,
replacement programs, total staffing, etc.
Probably the most important from a Fire department’s perspective. Pace
does not mean job elimination. Controlled growth is the main idea here.
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Probably the biggest anticipated objection to the service, prior to activation.
In practice, this has not been much of an issue. The reasons for this are most
likely:
1) Because of the general relief it provides to the overall system, ie. crews are
happy not to go on these calls.
2) Obviously a more appropriate use of the Department’s resources and
crews don’t like to witness the waste.
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• The longer the term, the lower the costs.
• Future expansion based upon the recognized need from a call volume
perspective.
• Extended Costs - Examples
Trucks
Pickups - $40,000 - 8-year cycle
Ambulances - $110,000 - 5-year cycle (1-ton Ford F350 Type I)
Cost-per-mile estimate - $.60 per mile less for pickup. About $.40 v. $1.00.
Personnel Costs
Medics - 1) Medic training, 2) CE, 3) 15% average difference in pay due to
classification, 4) OT.
Equipment
Lifepak 12 Monitor/defibrillator - $20,000
LP1000 AED - $4,300
ALS v. BLS supplies
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Data collection is extremely important to gauging the success of the
program. Still developing our criteria for measurables. Our MIS section is in
transition and adding staff.
All indications from the field are that it is having the desired positive effects.
1) Reducing unnecessary dispatch of heavy apparatus.
2) Reducing needless response and waste of resources.
3) Providing a new, effective tier of service that has been lacking for many
years.
4) Adds manpower for firefighting response.
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A huge 1-2 punch for our department.
Tying public safety to other departments in the city; i.e. Community
Resources, Housing, Transportation, and other support service operations is
tremendously important. (Democratic council)
Has created a tremendous amount of good will both internally and
externally within the city. This cannot be underestimated as a relationship
builder.
With public safety receiving the lion’s share of city budget, this exemplifies a
dollars to helping willingness to share a portion of the social service burden,
and commit budget dollars to our citizens at the non-emergent level.
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Tucson is working on 211 system through another Department. Should reduce,
but not eliminate the need for an Alternative Response Program, however.
There will still be plenty of calls for the ALPHA tier of service to handle, or the
dispatch types could be expanded to pick up the call volume.
Frequent Flyers - Working with Law Enforcement re: system abusers and
serial alcoholics. Attempt is to get the weight of citations to the point they can
be sent to jail or committed for treatment.
Bariatric/Wheelchair transport service - Type I ambulance. Truck on order,
mid-2007 delivery expected. Estimated that calls for this type service will
increase over time. Currently rely on private sector or improvise.
Single Point Medical - Initiated for ALPHA pilot in April 2006. Success
resulted in system-wide changeover for whole system November 2006.
EPCR - Roam IT - Rampart system. Joining in with Valleywide purchase.
Operational by July 2007. Electronic-based Report, Billing, Data system.
ERLINK - wireless communication system for Video, Audio, and Data
transmission. Operational as of March 2007.
DECCAN software - For ideal station and unit placement.
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•Probably the best guide is to:
1) Learn how best to interpret the data.
2) Listen to feedback from the field
•Potential exists for expanding the “house-call” nature of the service.
•Example could be immunization programs.
•Taking stock of the program as it relates to the Mission is key. Ultimately
up to Administration have to decide how far to take it.
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• The Fire Service has a recent history of redefining and expanding its role in
the community.
• We view this as another component that will serve to strengthen and
reinforce fire-based EMS service for the next generation of
firefighter/EMTs. Relevance and job security in today’s world are still as
important as ever for our industry.
• 23% of our current uniform workforce has 6 years or less on the job. It’s up to
us to pave the way for the future.
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